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The problem of the sequential reduction of linear equations in non-negative discrete variables 
has been treated by several authors ince its introduction by Elmaghraby and Wig in 1969. This 
paper provides tighter conditions on the multipliers, especially for the case of bivalent (0, 1) 
variables in homogeneous equations (zero right side). 
An earlier version of this paper appeared in 1980 under the same title (OR Report No. 125, 
N.C. State University). The current paper extends the previous results, and presents a compara- 
tive analysis with other approaches. In particular, we give conditions under which our multipliers 
are 'better' than others, where 'better' is precisely defined. 
The reduction method (RM), sometimes referred to also as the 'aggregation 
method', for ILP is an approach to solve ILP problems by collapsing the constraint 
set into a single Diophantine quation, thus reducing the original ILP problem to 
a Knapsack problem. The approach is motivated by the fact that Knapsack 
problems are perhaps the most intensively studied ILP problems. Incidentally, the 
RM establishes the Knapsack problem as the archetype of all ILP problems. 
The concept of reducing a number of linear equations in integer variables to a 
single equivalent equation is due to Mathews [9]; see also [4]. Consider a pair of 
linear equations in nonnegative variables {xj} as follows: 
S I (X)= 2 a l jX j=b l ,  (1) 
J 
S2(X)= ~ a2jxj=b2 (2) 
J 
Assume for the moment hat bi>O and aij>O for all i and j. Mathews proved that 
(1)-(2) can be aggregated into a single equivalent equation (in the sense of identical 
feasible spaces) of the form 
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tlS1 + t2S2 = ~ (tlalj+ t2a2j)xj= tlbl + t2b2 (3) 
) 
where tl >0 is the (integer) multiplier of (1) and t2>0 is the (integer) multiplier of 
(2), that satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) tl and t2 are relatively prime; 
(ii) tl>maxblazj/bz(>=b2) and tz>maxbzalj/azj(>=bl). (4) 
J J 
It is evident hat any solution vector X_> 0 of (1)-(2) is also a solution of (3) for any 
real multipliers tI and t2; i.e., (1)-(2) imply (3). To prove equivalence, the reverse 
must be shown, which requires imposing some conditions on the multipliers, as 
exemplified by (4). This forms the heart of all contributions to the RM. In the 
sequential RM, a system of m>2 equations is reduced sequentially: the first two 
equations are combined into one equivalent equation, which is then combined with 
the third equation, and so on. Alternatively, in the simultaneous RM the ith 
equation is multiplied by t i and all m equations are added. In this paper we shall 
deal exclusively with the sequential RM. 
Mathews' conditions are severely limited in their utility because of the more than 
exponential rate of growth in the size of the multipliers, and the requirement of 
strict positivity of all parameters {a/j} and bi,  all i and j.  
Since the reference to Mathews' work appeared in [4], there have been persistent 
attempts at refining the procedure to secure smaller multipliers, and consequently 
smaller coefficients in the final aggregate quation; see the works of (arranged 
alphabetically): Anthonisse [1], Bradley [3], Glover [5], Glover and Woolsey [6], 
Kendall and Zionts [7], Lin [8], Padberg [11], Rosenberg and Hammer [12]; and the 
Table 1 
Summary of past contributions to the RM (Arranged chronologically) 
Author Conditions on: Other conditions 
aij bi 
Mathews aij > 0 bi > 0 None 
Glover & Woolsey: 
Theorem 2 alj~O, a2j>0 bl >0, and b2 arb. Bound on ~j xj 
Theorem 3 aij >= 0 b i > 0 None 
Anthonisse arb. arb. U.b.'s on each variable 
Bradley arb. arb. U.b.'s on each variable 
Padberg arb. arb. U.b.'s on each variable 
Glover aij~O bi>O for one i None 
Kendall & Zionts arb. arb. U.b.'s on each variable 
Lin arb. fo r j  1 ..... p; arb. xl . . . . .  xp<_l ;p<n 
but a~/__>0 for j>p  
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more recent paper by Onyekwelu [10] in which he compares the approaches of 
Bradley and Kendall & Zionts. 
Table 1 summarizes the assumptions on the parameters {aij } and {bi}; i~M and 
j~  N, as well as other ancillary conditions that may have been imposed by the 
various authors. We postpone the detailed review of these contributions to later (see 
Section 3) when we are in the position to compare them to ours. 
1. Theoretical results: nonnegative variables 
In this section we treat the case in which xj_>0 and integer for all j . Let 
Ji + ={j:a i j>O}; Ji- ={j :a i j<O}; 
similarly, let 
Si+(X)= ~ aijx i and Si (X)= ~ aijxj; 
j~J, j~J; 
i= 1,2. 
For ease of expression we oftentimes abbreviate the notation to S i, Si + and S i to 
represent their respective Si'(X). Let U be an upper bound (u.b.) on the sum Y.j xj, 
obtained either as a value that is imposed externally or is derived from the two 
equations as explained below. 
Theorem 1. For arbitrary integer coefficients {aii }, let b i >= 0 for  i = 1,2 with b i > 0 
for  at least one i. Then eqs. (1)-(2) are equivalent o (3) provided 
(tlbl +tzbz) /U>max {Iblazj -bzal j l};  jEN .  (5) 
J 
Proof.  Since t I and t 2 are relatively prime positive integers, and given (3), it must 
be true that for some integer q the following pair of equations hold: 
$1 (X) = bl + t2q, (6.1) 
S2(X ) =-- b 2 - t I q. (6.2) 
Multiply conditions (5) through by xj and sum over all j , 
tlbl + tzb2 = Itlbl + tzb21 
> ~ ](blazj-bzalj)xj l  
J 
>-- ]bl $2 - bzS l [  by the triangle inequality 
= ] - q(tl bl + tzb2)] by substitution from (6) 
= I-q[ ' l t lb l+tzb21 (7) 
hence l> l -q l ;  leading to the conclusion that q=0;  whence S~(X)=b 1 and 
S2(X)=bz.  This proves that (3)~(1) and (2). The reverse implication is ob- 
vious. [] 
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Example 1. Consider the pair of  equations: 
7x I + 9x 2 + 5x 3 = 84, (8.1) 
6x I + 7x 2 + 5x 3 = 72 (8.2) 
with ~j xj<__ 14 = U. (This u.b. on the sum is the same value assumed by Glover & 
Woolsey [6]. In general, it may always be secured by solving the two (trivial) LP 's :  
max ~sxj subject to ~; aijxj=bi for i= 1,2; and xj<=u; for j~N.  If zi denotes the 
maximum of LPi ,  then U=min i  LziJ .) Defining vjA=]bla2j-bzalj[, j6N;  we 
immediately have {vj}={0,60,60}.  Then condition (5) yields 84t l+72t2>840.  
Whence the smallest coefficients of  the aggregate quation may be obtained if we 
put tl = 9, t z = 2, yielding 
5x I + 19x;+ llx3 = 180. (9) 
I f  one applies the procedures of  Glover & Woolsey to the same two equations (8) 
with the same bound U one would obtain the following results (we denote the multi- 
pliers of  other authors by vi): 
Their Theorem 2: r I = 1 ; r z = 80, yielding 487xl + 569x2 + 405x3 = 5,844. 
Their Theorem 3: rl = 68; r2 = 81, yielding 962xl + 1,179x2 + 745x3 = 11,544. 
I f  one wishes still to compare our results with other authors, one must secure 
u.b. 's  on the individual xj's since such bounds are demanded by most. This is easy 
to accomplish, if such bounds were not provided 'externally'. Indeed, in this 
example, it is evident that xl _-< 12, x2<9,  and x3_< 14. With this information Brad- 
ley secures the following multipliers: vl = - 1 and T 2 =-  134, (satisfying his conditions 
(A4) and (B3)), yielding the aggregate quation: 797xl + 929x2 + 665x3 = 9,564. (For 
the definition of  the symbols in Bradley's paper, either see ref. [3] or Section 3 below 
where his approach is reviewed in more detail.) 
Apart from the fact that our aggregate coefficients are significantly smaller than 
those obtained by either Glover & Woolsey or Bradley, ours were obtained under 
the milder assumption of  knowing only the u.b. U on the sum of  the variables, (and 
we give a simple procedure for securing it). Bradley's approach, as well as other's 
(see Table 1), requires for its success in securing smaller (aggregate) coefficients 
knowledge of the u.b. on each variable, which is evidently more demanding. 
I f  such additional knowledge is available, then the following treatment capitalizes 
on it to secure even smaller multipliers than those given by (5). 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of  Theorem 1 with upper bounded variables 
xj<_ uj, j~N,  eqs. (1)-(2) are equivalent to (3)provided that tl and t2 are relatively 
prime and." 
either tl>S~(ttj)-b2>O; t2>Sl+(uj)-bl>O, (10.1) 
or t l>  -S2-(uj)+b2>O; t2> -S l - (u j )+bl>O. (10.2) 
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The proof  fol lows identical reasoning to that of  Theorem 1 and therefore will not 
be repeated. 
Example 2. Consider the pair of  equations in upper bounded variables treated by 
Padberg:  
- x~ + 3x z - 5x 3 - x4 + 4x5 + x6 : - 2, 
2x~ - 6x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 - 2x5 +x7 =0,  
x j=0,1  fo r j= l  to 5, 
0~X6: : _5 ;  0 ~X:  ~._~ 8. 
Clearly, 
and 
Sl-(uj) = - 7-< S1(X) -  <_ 12=S~+(uj) 
S2(u j )  = - 8 ~< S2(X)  ~ 15 = S[(uj). 
Condi t ion (10.1) yields t~ = 16 and t2= 15; while condit ion (10.2) yields tl =9  and 
t2 = 7. We opt for the second set of  multipl iers and obtain the aggregate quation: 
5xl - 15x 2 - 24x 3 + 5x4 + 22x 5 + 9x 6 + 7X7 = -- 18. 
The condit ions under which our approach yields uni formly no larger multipl iers 
than Padberg 's  are relegated to Section 3 where we elaborate on his and other 
approaches.  
2. Theoretical results: bivalent (0, 1) variables 
The remainder of  this paper concentrates on 0, 1 (bivalent) variables. We present, 
first, a special ization of  Theorem 1 to bivalent variables, fol lowed by three theorems 
which treat various condit ions on the aU's and the bi's. All three results can be 
easily generalized to nonnegative integer variables if an upper bound uj is known 
on the variable xj, or even just an u.b. U on the sum ~j xj. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of  Theorem 1, if the xj's are O, 1 variables, 
then (5) may be replaced by the condition: 
tlb I +tzb2> ~ Iblazj-bzaljl. (11) 
J 
Proof .  xj = 0, 1 implies that U of  (5) may be put equal to n. The remainder of  the 
proo f  of  Theorem 1 then applies in toto. [] 
The util ity of  condit ion (11) is i l lustrated by the fol lowing example. 
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Example 3. 
3x~ +8x2+ 7x3+4x4-2Xs+X6 = 19, (12.1) 
2x 1 + 7x2 + 7x3 + 3x4+ xs+x6= 17. (12.2) 
Using (11), the condition becomes: 19t~ + 17t2>96, which is satisfied by t I = 1 and 
t z = 5, yielding the aggregate quation: 
13xl + 43x2 + 42x3 + 19x4 - 3x5 + 6x 6 = 104. 
For the sake of comparison, after complying with Glover's restrictions on the coeffi- 
cients, his condition (2.1) yields rl = 17 and r2 = 21, and the aggregate quation: 
93xj + 283x 2 + 266x 3 + 13 lx4 - 13x5 + 38x6 = 680. 
Theorem 2 presented next assumes arbitrary coefficients. It may be considered as 
a special case of Theorem 3 of Glover & Woolsey [6]. Apparently, the relevance of 
that theorem to the 0, 1 case was overlooked. 
Theorem 2. For bivalent variables and arbitrary integer parameters, eqs. (1) and (2) 
are equivalent to (3) provided that either of  the following two conditions is satisfied." 
either t l> 2 a2j-b2; t2> ~ a l j -b l ,  (13.1) 
J2 ~ J l '  
or t l>b2-  Y] a2j; t2>bl -  ~ alj. (13.2) 
.I, ,I~ 
Proof. Since x j=0,1 then O<_Si+(X)< F~j, aij, and F.j, aij<=Si-(X)<=O; i=1,2.  
Whence, 
aij<=Si(X)=Si+(X)+Si-(X)<= ~ aij; i= 1,2. 
,1 'li' 
From (3), and since tl and t 2 are relatively prime integers, the pair of equations (6) 
must hold for some q. The desired equivalence is established if we demonstrate hat 
q=0 in (6). This is achieved by contradiction. Suppose q>0,  then S2<bz- t l ,  
implying that 
tl <=bz-S2<=b2 - ~ azj 
J , 
which contradicts (13.2). On the other hand, suppose q<0,  then Sj =<b~-t 2, im- 
plying that 
t2 <=bl - Sl <=bl - ~ alj 
J~ 
which again contradicts (13.2). Hence q=0.  This proves the sufficiency of con- 
ditions (13.2). The sufficiency of conditions (13.1) can be established by a similar 
argument but utilizing Sl>=bl+t2 for q>0 and S2=>bz+t I for q<0.  [~ 
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Conditions (13.1) yield smaller multipliers for positive bi's , while conditions 
(13.2) yield smaller multipliers for negative b;'s. These multipliers, however, can be 
made tighter for zero  bi's. Indeed, in that case, and for any non-trivial solution, 
Si(X) is bounded by 
ai ++ ~ aij<=S i(x)<=a i+  ~ aij 
J, J[ 
where ai + =rain j, aij and a i- =maxj  aij. The multipliers t~ and t2 need then to 
either tl> - ~ a2j; t2> - ~ a U, (14.1) 
J2 J I  
or t l> ~ a2j; t2> ~ alj. (14.2) 
J2 ~ Jt  ~ 
satisfy: 
The sufficiency of inequalities (14.1) and (14.2) can be proved in the same way as 
in Theorem 2. 
As stated above, Theorem 2 is akin in spirit to Theorem 3 of Glover & Woolsey 
[6]. However, Theorem 2 is more general because, first, it gives two conditions 
instead of only one, and, second, the conditions on the parameters are more relaxed. 
It also provides better multipliers for 0, 1 variables; where the exact sense of 'better' 
is defined in Section 3 below. Another of its advantages i that it can handle two 
equations of different assumptions on the r.s. (for example, bl =0 and b2:/ :0 ) by 
mixing one inequality from (13.1) or (13.2) with another inequality from (14.1) or 
(14.2). This, however, should be done with care lest the wrong conclusions are 
reached. We elaborate. 
Suppose that SI(X)= Y'i aljxj = bl =0 and S2(X ) = Y~j a2jxj=O. Then the appli- 
cable pair of restrictions are (with t I and t 2 relatively prime): 
either t l>-  ~ a2j; 12 ~ b I - ~ a l j  , (15.1) 
J2 Ji 
or t~> ~ a2j; t2> ~ a l j -b  I . (15.2) 
J2 ~ J l '  
We demonstrate the sufficiency of (15.1). The reduction yields tlS l + t2S2 = t~bl, 
which may be written as 
tl (SI - bl )/t2 = - S2. (16) 
Let q= (S1- bl)/t2. Clearly q must be integer, since S 2 is integer and t 1 and t 2 are  
relatively prime integers. From (16) we deduce that (see also (6)) 
S2=- t lq ,  and Sl=bl+t2q. (17) 
We must now show that q =0, which is accomplished by contradiction. Suppose 
q>0,  then the left equality of (17) leads to the conclusion that 82<0 and that 
-tl>--S2(X)= ~ a2jxg + ~ a2j>= ~ a2j, 
J2' Je J, 
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hence tl< - F~j2 azj, which contradicts the first part of (15.1). Suppose next that 
q<0, then the right equality of (17) establishes that 
t z<-b , -S~=bl - (~ aljxj+ ~ a~jxj)<=bl- ~ alj 
Jl ~ JI JI 
which contradicts the second part of (15.1). These two contradictions establish that 
q = 0 and the sufficiency of conditions (15.1) for the equivalence of the reduction. 
The proof of the sufficiency of (15.2) follows similar reasoning, but utilizes q< 0 
for the contradiction on t~ and q > 0 for the contradiction on t 2. Finally, since the 
numbering of the original pair of equations is arbitrary, we immediately conclude 
that for the case St = 0 and S 2 = b2S0, we need to change the subscripts of the 
coefficients in (15) in an obvious manner to achieve the desired restrictions on tl 
and t 2. [ ]  
Example 4. To illustrate the theorem, consider the example of Balas [2]: 
- X l+3xz-5X3-  x4+4xs+x6 =-2=bl ,  (18.1) 
2x 1-6x2+3x3+2x4-2xs+x7= 0=b2, (18.2) 
Xz-2X3+ x4+ Xs+Xs=- l=b3,  (18.3) 
xj~(0,1) for j=  l, ..., 5; 0__<x6=<5; 0_<x7<8; 0=<x8_-4. 
Since b140 and b2=0,  use conditions (15.1) which yield: 
t l>  -- ]~ az j=8,  
J. 
t2>b ~- ~ a~j=-2+7=5,  
J~ 
hence t I =9 and t2=7. The equivalent equation to (18.1) and (18.2) is 
5xl - 15x 2 -- 24x3 + 5x4 + 22x5 + 9x6 + 7x7 = - 18 = b4. 
Since both b 3 and b 4 are <0, we use conditions (13.2), which yield: 
t3> -- 18+39=21,  
t4> - -1+2=1,  
hence t 3 = 23 and t4 = 2. The reduction is complete with 
10Xl - 7x2 - 94x3 + 33x4 + 67x 5 + 18x6 + 14x7 + 23x8 = - 59. 
The following two results concentrate on equations with zero r.s. (homogeneous 
equations). 
Theorem 3. For O, 1 integer variables xj, arbitrary coefficients aij, i= 1,2 and 
j ~ N," and bi = 0 for i = 1,2, then (1)-(2) are equivalent to (3) provided that 
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[tiau+ t2a2~l>=21a2~ ~. alk-au ~ . a2kl, j~.N (19) 
JI J2 
where (19) holds as strict inequality for each j either in Ji + or Ji- for some i. 
(Usually choose the smaller of the two sets.) 
Proof. Multiply (19) by xj and sum over all j ,  
E {[tlauxjI + qt2a2jxj[}>-- E It, au+t2a2jlxj 
J J 
>2 ~ la2j ~ alk-alj ~ a2kiXj. (20) 
J JI J~ 
Recalling the definition of Si(X), the expression on the 1.s. of (20) is simply 
IIS 1 + t2S 2 - 2(tl ~ aUxj+ t2 ~ azgXj). 
JI J" 
On the other hand, recognizing that Y, Icil >[~ cil for any real {c/}, the rightmost 
expression in (20) is 
>_-21E azjxi" E a,,- E auxj" E az, l. 
J JL J J2 
We thus conclude that 
t,Sl+tzSz-2(t, 2 auxj+t2 2 azjxj)>21S2 alx-St 2 azk]. 
Ji J: J~ J2 
Since tlS ~ + t2S2=0, and substituting for Sl =t2q and S2= -t~q, for some integer 
q, into the above inequality we obtain, 
- ( t l  ~ auxj+t2 ~ azjxj)>]-(tl ~ al,+t2 ~ a2k)ql 
Ji J: J~ J: 
whence l> l -q [ ,  which implies that q=0.  [~ 
Theorem 4. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3, a sufficient condition on 
the multipliers' is that 
t, 2 a,y+ t2 ~. a2j> 2 [a2j 2 a,k-a, j  2 a2~l. (21) 
j j j k k 
Proof. Condition (21) and the fact that xj=O, 1 yield 
t, E a,i+t~ E a2j> E la2j E a~,-a,j 2 a2,l .xj 
j j j k k 
>Is2 2 al,-s, 2 a2,1 
k k 
= I-q'(t l  ~, alk+t2 ~ a2k)] (22) 
k k 
with the last equality obtained by substituting for S 1 = qt 2 and $2 = -q t l .  Since the 
r.s. of (22) is _>0, the 1.s. is >0, which permits dividing (22) throughout by 
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(q ~j a~j+ t2 Zj a2j) to yield: 1 >1-q l ;  which implies that q = 0. 
Theorem 4 appears to be more economical than Theorem 3 in computat ion,  
because condition (21) relies on one inequality instead of the n inequalities required 
by condition (19). Condition (21) also seems to yield smaller multipliers, and hence 
appears to dominate condition (19), at least in the examples with which we dealt. 
Example 5. 
3xl + 8x2 + Tx3 + 4x~- 2xs + x6- 19x7 = 0, 
2Xl + 7X2+ 7x3+ 3x4- xs+x6-17xT=O. 
Using conditions (19), we obtain: 
I 3t1+ 2t21___24, r8fi+7t2[-_ > 6, 
] 7t l+ 7t21 =>42, ]4tl +3t2]_-> 18, 
1- 2t,-  t21>30, I tl+ t21=> 6, 
I -  19 f i -  17t21>30. 
Note that we chose J (  = J f  to satisfy the condition of 'str ict  inequality in (19). 
Putting t2= 15, we obtain t~ = 1, and the reduced equation: 
33x I + 113x2 + 112x 3 + 49x4 - 17x 5 + 16x6 - 274x7 = 0. (23) 
On the other hand, using condition (21) we deduce that 2t~ +2t2> 12. Assuming 
that t~ =3,  we obtain t2=4, which are smaller than before, giving the aggregate 
equation: 
17x I + 52x2 + 49x 3 + 24x4 - 10x 5 + 7x6 - 125x 7 = 0 
whose coefficients are smaller than in (23). 
The coefficients of  tl and t z in (21) may be dropped to yield a new condition that 
is computat ional ly simpler to evaluate, albeit normal ly less powerful: 
tl + t2> ~ lalj-a2jl (24) 
J 
or, simpler still, though even weaker, the condition: 
tl + t2> U. max la l j -  azj I (25) 
J 
where U is the u.b. on the sum ~j xj; typically put equal to n. 
The proof  of these conditions is similar to that of Theorem 4, and therefore will 
not be repeated. Their application to Example 5 yields: 
(24): t 1 +t2>6;  giving the same multipliers t I and  t 2 as above; 
(25): tl + t2 > 14; giving t 2 = 2 and t~ = 13, and an increase in the aggregate coeffi- 
cients. 
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A postscript 
The reader will note that a recurrent theme in the determination of the multipliers 
tl and t 2 is to effect such determination so that the resulting coefficients of the 
aggregate equation are the smallest possible. In the case of non-homogeneous 
equations, an excellent heuristic is to minimize the r.s. constant b=t lb  I +tzb2, 
since the complexity of the resulting knapsack is directly proportional to the 
(absolute) value of b. It is unfortunate that, where such minimization is applicable, 
the constraint itself is of the form tlb~ + t2b 2 >=K; see, e.g., condition (11). This 
lack of hierarchy among the variables on the basis of the ratio of the coefficient in 
the 'criterion' to the coefficient in the constraint necessitates the enumeration of the 
feasible values of t I and t 2. Fortunately, such enumeration is easily accomplished. 
In the case of homogeneous equations, one normally chooses the two coefficients 
a~j and a2j (or conversely, a2j and au) whose ratio is the largest (and larger than 
1), and adopt as his criterion the minimization of a~jt~ +a2jt 2. 
3. Evaluation of, and comparison with, past contributions 
In the presence of plurality of approaches to the determination of the multipliers 
t I and t2 of eqs. (l) and (2), respectively, to result in the aggregated equation (3), 
a natural concern is how to select the 'appropriate' multipliers. Moreover, it has 
been implied in the previous sections, if not explicitly stated, that our proposed 
approaches are 'better'.  
This section is devoted to the discussion of this important aspect of the problem 
which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been addressed by other researchers. 
As the reader will presently discover, this will also oblige us to briefly review the 
salient features of past contributions in order to effect the comparison with ours. 
Proposed criteria for  comparison 
In order to compare the coefficients of the final aggregate equation (such as (23)) 
obtained by different approaches, we propose the following three criteria: 
(i) Minimize the absolute value of the r.s. coefficient b. 
(ii) Minimize the sum of the absolute value of all coefficients. 
(iii) Minimize the maximum absolute value of the coefficients. 
The rationale behind these three criteria is self-evident and requires no elaboration. 
As illustration of their application, consider the numerical example of eqs. (12). 
The two equations have been reduced above by our method and by Glover's. We 
now further apply the methods of Padberg, Anthonisse, Bradley, Glover, and 
Padberg (the only other authors who accept negative coefficients), and summarize 
the results in Table 2. (The conditions of Mathews and of Glover and Woolsey 
demand the pre-conditioning of these two equations, which can indeed be accom- 
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Table 2 
Reduction parameters for equations (12) using different methods 
Author Multipliers Jb] b + ~,j [aj [ a 
tl t 2 
Maxjlcgl 
Padberg [I 1] 
Anthonisse [1] b 18 1 359 828 151 
Bradley [3] 18 - I c 325 756 137 
Glover [5] 17 21 680 1504 283 
This paper 1 5 104 230 43 
a c9 is the coefficient of the aggregate quation. 
b For this example, Anthonisse's coefficients coincide with Padberg's 
c Bradley's multipliers atisfy his conditions (A3) and (B2). 
plished. But it is evident that such pre-conditioning would necessarily inflate the 
coefficients and lead to very large multipliers that are inferior to those presented in 
Table 2. The reader is invited to satisfy himself that this is indeed the case.) 
It is evident from Table 2 that our reduction is superior to all others on all three 
criteria. 
Of course, this illustration does not prove that our approach is superior under all 
circumstances; it merely demonstrates that under a certain set of problem para- 
meters our approach is indeed preferable. Furthermore, we believe that no single 
approach enjoys such distinction. We suggest hat the analyst should try different 
approaches on his/her problem and select the one yielding the best coefficients, 
where 'best' is as defined above. 
The remainder of this discussion is devoted to enunciating the conditions under 
which our approach is preferred to each of the other approaches. 
Comparative analysis 
Table 1 above summarized past contributions to the methodology of reduction. 
To it we add the more recent contribution of Onyekwelu [10] which did not propose 
new reduction procedures, but rather concerned itself with comparing the proce- 
dures of Bradley [3] and Kendall and Zionts [7]. The comparison was effected 
through a set of 19 'small' problems (m between 3 and 6, and n between 2 and 44). 
The conclusion of such comparison was that ' . . .  despite the optimism expressed 
in Bradley and Kendall and Zionts, the aggregation approach has a very limited 
value for solving general I LP ' s . . .  However, the experience with set partitioning 
problems in Onyekwelu [10], which is highly supported (in this comparative study), 
shows that there is a good chance of successfully implementing the scheme in 
Kendall and Zionts for set partitioning problems to develop a heuristic algorithm'. 
We shall have more to say about Onyekwelu's conclusions later when we discuss 
the approach of Kendall and Zionts. 
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We now pursue our comparative study. As is well known, there are two ways to 
accomplish such comparison. The first is to try all approaches on a 'vast' number 
of  problems and demonstrate that in a hefty percentage of them our approach fares 
better. (This was Onyekwelu's approach, though we hesitate to label 19 problems 
as a 'vast' number.) And the second seeks the logical conditions under which our 
approach is expected to fare better. We opted for the second approach as the more 
valid and the more informative. (We list the authors chronologically.) Finally, recall 
that in order to facilitate the comparison, we denote our multipliers by t~ and t2, 
and denote the ones to which they are compared by rl and r 2, respectively. 
Comparison with Mathews [9] 
The aggregation scheme as presented by Mathews is as follows: 
(i) r~ and r2 are relatively prime integers, 
(ii) rl >max j  b~a21/a~j>__b2 and r2>max s b2alj/a2j. 
Glover and Woolsey [6] proved, in their Theorem 1, that if eqs. (1) and (2) have 
a feasible solution, then it must be true that b2alj/a2j>=bl for at least one j .  Conse- 
quently, they state Mathews' conditions as: rx= 1 and r2>max~ b2alj/a2j. We 
accept this as the re-statement of  Mathews' conditions, and assert that, with r~ = 1, 
our multiplier r2 will be better than Mathews' if: 
(U max vj - b 1 ) /b2  < max b 2alJ/a2j. 
J J 
This condition is satisfied by the parameters of  Example 1, where U= 14, 
max s oj = 60, and [ 14 x 60 - 84)/72 < 72 max { 7/6, 9/7, 5/5 }. 
Comparison with Glover and Woolsey [6] 
Under the condition that alj>=O , a2j> O, bl >0,  and the multipliers are relatively 
prime with rl = 1, Glover and Woolsey's Theorem 2 assumptions are included in 
the conditions of  our Theorem 1. Setting t~ = 1 as they do, our multiplier t 2 will be 
superior to theirs r2 if the following condition holds: 
either (Umax v j -b l ) /bz<(b 1-a l )  , 
J 
o r  < b 2 max [a l j /a2 j -  bl/Ua2j]. 
J 
This condition is realized by the two equations of  Example 1, where U= 14, 
maxj v j=60,  and 10.5<84.5 and 10.5<30.86. 
Theorem 3 of their paper treats the case of  non-negative aij's and positive bl. 
Again we compare their Theorem 3 with our Theorem 1. Theirs is stated as follows: 
(i) rl does not divide b2 and r2 does not divide bl, 
(ii) rl > b2 - a2 > 0 and r2 > bl - al > 0, where a i = min s (aij : aij > 0) for i = 1,2. 
Our Theorem 1 will be superior to their Theorem 3 if the following condition is 
satisfied: 
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Umax vj< bl (b2 - a2) + b2(bl - a l l  
J 
This condition is satisfied, for example, by our Example 
maxj {vj} = 60 and 840< 84(72- 5) + 72(84- 5) = 11,316. 
1 where U=14, 
Comparison with Anthonisse [1] 
Anthonisse follows the logic of Padberg but secures smaller multipliers by 
defining a pair of optimization problems which provide smaller (absolute) values of 
L i and U i than secured by Padberg. Specifically, define v(p) and w(p) as follows: 
min ( ~ a2jx j - b2) ~ O(p) 
J 
s.t. ~ a l jx j -b l=p;  O<_xj<_uj (26) 
J 
and 
max ( ~ a2jx j -  b2) ~ w(p) 
J 
s.t. ~ aux j -b  I =p;  O~xj'~lgj (27) 
J 
for all p s.t. L 1 =<p=< Uj. 
Note that v(P) and w(p) are piecewise linear functions; u(p) is convex, w(p) is 
concave. Define, furthermore, the set W as follows: 
WA {(Yl, Y2) : LI ~Yl ~ UI; o(y! ) ~Y2 <= w(Yl ); Yi = integer}. (28) 
Anthonisse asserts that if r~ and r2 are two relatively prime integers so that 
( r z , - r l )~W and ( - r2 ,  r l )~W,  (29) 
then the pair of equations (1) and (2) in upper bounded variables is equivalent o 
(3) with the same upper bounds on all the variables. 
We remark that despite their formidable appearance, the solution of the two 
programs (26) and (27) is rather straightforward albeit tedious. Most importantly, 
condition (29), together with the fact that L~ < 0 and Ul > 0 imply that both 2" 1 and 
r2 are _> 1. 
Our Theorem 1 multipliers would be smaller than Anthonisse's if, for any feasible 
choice of 2"2 = t2, we have 
(U max v i - t 2 b 2)/b I < max (L l, U1 ). 
J 
Once more, our Example 1 satisfies this condition since the l.s. has the value 
10-0.857t2 while the r.s. has the value 151. It is easily seen that the condition is 
violated only if 32< - 164, an impossibility since 32= 1. 
Again, the above comparison was based on our Theorem 1. The following are the 
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conditions under which our other results are superior to Anthonisse's. 
The multipliers of Corollary 2 would be better if: 
(V-  t2b2)/bl >max (L l, U1), where V= ~ vj. 
J 
The multipliers of Theorem 2 will be better if: 
~ aij-(bl+bz)<l+max(L1, Ul) • 
i j 
Let 
hj=2la2j ~ alk-alj ~ a2k ] for j=  1 ... . .  n. 
J~ 4 
Then the multipliers of Theorem 3 will be better than Anthonisse's if: 
max (h i -  tzazj)/ltlalj] <max (L 1, UI). 
J 
Finally, let z= Y~; lazj ~k al~-a~J ~k azkl" Then the multipliers of Theorem 4 will 
be better if: 
[z--t  2 ~ a2j)/ ~ a l j<max(L l ,  UI). 
J J 
Incidentally, the same condition would also yield better multipliers than Bradley 
(discussed next) and Padberg (discussed below). 
Comparison with Bradley [3] 
Bradley also treated the case of bounded variables, O<__xj<=uj for all j eN.  His 
multipliers are determined in two steps: the first solves eight (trivial) LP's,  and the 
second checks the satisfaction of eight conditions, four to each r i. (The latter are 
numbered (A1) to (A4) and (B1) to (B4).) Although the statement of his Theorem 
1 gives the impression of checking a total of 4 x 4 = 16 conditions, in fact four of 
these 16 are impossible to satisfy, namely (Ak)ffl(Bk) for k= 1 to 4, leaving only 
12 possibilities. To see this, consider, for example, the satisfaction of (A1)f'I(B1). 
In our notation, these conditions may be stated as: 
(A1): r l>S2(u j f ) -b2 ,  and sgn('c2)[Sl(Ujj)-bl]<=-1"(2], 
(B1): -rl>S2(uj2+)-b2, and sgn(r2)[Sl(Uje-)-bl]<= ]r2], 
which are evidently contradictory. 
Still, even with the reduced number of conditions, the detection of the pair, or 
pairs, of conditions to be satisfied is a demanding task, let alone the determination 
of the minimum multipliers that satisfy these conditions. 
We do not propose to derive the conditions under which our multipliers would 
be better than Bradley's, (and, incidentally, derived at a much reduced effort), for 
all 12 conditions of his Theorem 1, but only illustrate the derivation of such con- 
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ditions. It is rather straightforward, and can be easily reproduced for other pairs 
of conditions. 
Consider the pair of conditions (A4) and (B3) which generated the multipliers of 
Example 1 : 
(A4): -rz>IF3=min[Sl(X)-bl], s.t. sgn(rl)[Sz(X)-bz]>_lri[, 
(B3): rz>SP4=max[Sl(X)-bl], s.t. sgn(rl)[S2(X)-bz]<=-lrl]. 
Suppose aij>O for all i and j, and bi>O for i= 1,2; as was the case in Example 1. 
Then min[Sl(X)-bl]=-bl=Ll<0, corresponding to X=0;  which, in turn, 
would yield $2(0) -b2= -b2<0.  Moreover, max [S1(X)-bl] = ~j,. aljuj-b I = 
UI>0,  corresponding to X={uj}, which then yields S2({uj})-b2 = ~j, a2ju j -  
b2>0. Conditions (A4) and (B3) may now be restated as: 
(A4): - r2>-b l ,  s.t. sgn(r l ) [ -b2]=>lr l l ,  
(B3): T2>UI, s.t. sgn (2"I)[E a2juj-b2]<= -Irll. 
J l  + 
It can be verified that rl =-  1 and r2 = UI + 1 satisfy both conditions. Conse- 
quently, maintaining our multiplier tl at - 1 = rl, then t2 will be smaller than r 2 if 
[Umax oj+ bl]/b2< Ul. 
J 
This condition was satisfied by the parameters of Example 1, where U= 14, 
maxjoj=60,  UI= 151, and (14×60+84) /72= 12.83< 151. 
Comparison with Padberg [11 ] 
Padberg's main result is an existence theorem: for every ILP in bounded variables 
(Xg<= ui for all i) there exists a single Diophantine quation that has the same space 
of feasible points. His approach depends crucially on the availability of upper and 
lower bounds on the difference between the r.s. and the l.s. of each equation: 
Li<= 2 aijxj-bi<-Ui; i eM 
J 
with the added condition that L/2 + U2>0 for each i. Such bounds are evidently 
available if the original variables are themselves bounded since, clearly, 
Li= ~ aijuj-bi and Ui= ~ aijuj-bi; i=1,2  
J J '  
Padberg's existence theorem is applicable to the general case of simultaneous re- 
duction. When applying it, however, Padberg reverted to the sequential reduction 
of two equations at-a-time. He stated four equivalent conditions: 
either r l>  -L2 and T2> - L I ,  
or rl > U2 and T 2 > UI,  
or r l= l  and rz>max(U 1 , -L0 ,  
or rl>max(U2, -L2) and r2 = 1. 
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The most favorable condition for his multipliers is realized when Ui~Li; i= 1,2, in 
which case it is best to choose 
either Vl= 1 and T2>UI, (30) 
or r l>U2 and r2=l .  (31) 
Naturally, one would prefer (30) to (31) if max j (au+ r2a2j)<maxj(rlalj+a2j), 
otherwise the reverse is preferred. 
The closest that Our development comes to the assumptions of  Padberg is in the 
development of  Theorem 1, Corol lary 2, and Theorem 2. (The first deals with 
bounded variables, and the last two deal with bivalent variables.) And since he did 
not exhibit preference among his multipliers, we shall compare ours to the case in 
which his rl = 1 and r2>max [/_/2, - L2]  are preferred to the others. (The condition 
for the case r I = 1 and r2 = max [Ul, - LI] may be derived similarly.) We then de- 
duce that our coefficients resulting from (5) would be better than Padberg's if 
max(Uvj-bl)/b2<max( ~ u iau-b l ;b l -  ~ ujalj) (32) 
J J~Jl" Je' l l  
and those resulting from (14) would be better than Padberg's if the problem is in 
bivalent variables and 
(~ uj-bz)/bl<max( ~ au-b2;b 2- ~ au). (33) 
3 j • ,L .j ~ J: 
The left side of  (32) ((33)) is derived on the basis of t 1 = 1 (t 2 = 1), while the right 
side is the lower bound on r 2 (Z'l) implied by Padberg. Evidently, since his rl (r2) 
cannot be smaller than 1, conditions (30) and (31) assure the superiority of our 
multipliers. 
Example 1 serves to illustrate the realization of  condition (32), since, with 
{t~j} = {0,60,60}, the 1.s. is 10.5 while the r.s. is 151. The satisfaction of condition 
(33) is exemplified by our Example 3. With {oj} = {13,3,14, 11,53,2}, the 1.s. is 
4.53 while the r.s. is max (4; 17)= 17. Our multipliers are tl = 1 and t2= 5, while 
Padberg's are rl = 18 and 1"2 = 1; see Table 2. 
Comparison with GIover [5] 
Under the conditions of nonnegative coefficients {aij}, but at least one bi#:O; 
i = 1,2 and j = 1,2 .. . . .  n; Glover's Theorem 1 imposes the condition: 
"tlalj+ "rza2j-- > ]b2a U- bla2jl ~ vj; for all j eN  (34) 
and (34) holds as strict inequality for j ~ J, where J is any nonempty subset of  N 
such that all nonnegative integer solutions to (3) satisfy x j> 0 for at least one j E J. 
Assuming an arbitrary value of  rl ,  Glover's condition (34) translates into 
r2> max (v j -  rlalj)/a2j (34a) 
J 
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The closest specifications on the coefficients of eqs. (1) and (2) in our develop- 
ment to Glover's are embodied in Theorem 1, in which we require that an u.b. U 
on the sum ~j xj be available. We submit that, in any well-posed problem, such a 
bound is always deducible from the statement of eqs. (1) and (2), if not imposed 
' from outside'; see above for an approach to such deduction. Therefore we do not 
view its requirement as 'additional' to those of Glover. Consequently, our multi- 
pliers t~ and t 2 will be better than Glover's if the following condition holds: 
max (Uvj  - rl bl )/b2 < max (vj - rl alj)/a2j. 
J J 
The realization of this condition is exemplified by the two pairs of equations in 
Examples 1 and 3 above. (In Example 1, our multipliers are un i fo rmly  better than 
Glover's for all values of rl ranging from 1 to 10.) 
The above treatment achieved a comparison between our Theorem 1 and Glover's 
results. The following compares his with our Corollary 2 and Theorem 2. Let 
V= ~j oj. Then the multipliers of Corollary 2 will be better than Glover's if the 
following inequality holds: 
( V-  T 1 b l)/b 2 > max (oj - rl a l j ) /az j .  
J 
This condition is satisfied by Example 3 above where 
(89 - 17)/19< (34 -0 ) /2 .  
Moreover, our Theorem 2 provides better multipliers than Glover if 
1/[2(~ a i j -b2) ]>mina i j /~  j ,  for i=1,2.  
J J 
Compar i son  with Kendal l  and Z ionts  [7] 
The method of Kendall and Zionts may be summarized as follows. Denote 
[Si(X)-bi] by g i (X) ,  and recall that L i<~gi (X)< = Ui; i -1 ,2 .  Choose multipliers r I 
and r2 within the range of g2(X) and gl(X); resp., to be the smallest multipliers 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) zl and r 2 are relatively prime; 
(ii) zi does not divide g3 i; i= 1,2; 
(iii) gl (X) :~ - (r2/rj)-g2(X); 
(iv) The value of ri is not  real izable by g3 i(X); i= 1,2. 
The unfortunate aspect of this approach is that it requires enumeration of values 
of gi(X); i= 1,2; with no gaps between the enumerated values, in a strictly in- 
creasing or decreasing order. Since we are seeking the smallest multipliers, it is 
preferred that such enumeration starts 'around' the zero values of gi(X), though 
subsequent checking on the satisfaction of the other conditions ((i) through (iii)) 
may force one to discard the selected values of the ri's and enumerate 'a few more' 
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values of the gi's.  This process of 'trial and discard' may run through all values of 
g i (X)  between L i and Ui; i= 1,2; with conditions (i)-(iv) not satisfied. Then the 
Kendall-Zionts approach reduces to that of Padberg! 
In the author's own words: "How effective these multipliers are in practice 
remains to be seen." The issue was partially answered by Onyekwelu, who could 
not establish a clear preference of their method over Bradley's, though he held some 
promise for its superiority in set partitioning problems. The reason for such promise 
should now be evident: in the case of generalized upper bounds on subsets of 
variables with the g.u.b. = 1, which is the case in set partitioning, it is much easier 
to perform the specified enumeration and checking. 
It is not possible to compare our approach to Kendall and Zionts' because we 
state conditions to be satisfied via simple calculations, while they spell out a process 
whose complexity depends crucially on the values of the parameters of the problem. 
Thus the economy in the size of the aggregate coefficients, if any, cannot be 
seperated from the computing cost of determining the multipliers, and such cost has 
not been defined in their procedure. 
4. Concluding remarks 
The contributions of this paper are three. 
(1) We have considered the special case of homogeneous equations in bivalent 
(0, 1) variables which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been treated before, 
and secured new results on the multipliers. 
(2) We have consistently dealt with arbitrary coefficients {aij } which represents, 
mostly, a relaxation of the conditions imposed by other contributors. 
(3) We have reviewed past contributions and, when applicable, either delineated 
the conditions under which our method is preferred to each of the others, or demon- 
strated how such conditions may be derived. The following Table 3 summarizes our 
results. 
Table 3 
Summary of results (All {aij } are arbitrary) 
Results Condit ion(s) on b i Condit ion(s) on xj 
Theorem 1 b i -O for at least one i none 
Corol lary 1 bi=O for at least one i O<_xj<_u) 
Corol lary 2 b i -  0 for at least one i 0, 1 
Theorem 2 arbitrary 0, 1 
Condit ions (14) b i=0;  i=  1,2 0, 1 
Theorem 3 b i=0;  i=  1,2 0, 1 a 
Theorem 4 b i=0;  i=  1,2 0, 1 a 
a Theorems 3 and 4 can be easily general ized to al low non-negative variables when an upper bound u 
on the sum Y,) xj is known.  
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